The truth about leadership. The ten leadership truths are: #1. You make a difference. #2. Credibility is the Foundation of Leadership. #3. Values drive commitment. #4. Focusing on the future sets leaders apart. #5. You can’t lead if you’re not following yourself. #6. Trust Rules. #7. You can’t lead if you’re not following yourself. #8. You either lead by example, or you don’t lead at all. #9. The best leaders are the best learners. #10. Leadership is an affair of the heart.

You can’t lead if you’re not following yourself. This truth is perhaps the most obvious, but also the most difficult to achieve. As a leader, you must set the example for your team, and show them how to achieve their goals. This means being honest, transparent, and transparent in your actions. It also means being responsible and accountable for your mistakes.

Trust Rules. Trust is the social glue that holds organizations together. Without trust, your team will not work together effectively, and your organization will not be successful. As a leader, you must earn the trust of your team, and build a culture of trust within your organization.

Focusing on the future sets leaders apart. Leaders are able to see long range, act on that vision, and stick with it even through hard times. They can motivate their team by clearly communicating their vision and encouraging them to work towards it.
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